
The expansion of HTTPS encryption presents unexpected challenges
As reports on the government’s wide-spread surveillance programs emerged, Google, Yahoo and others 
responded by either starting or accelerating the encryption of data moving between their servers. One 
goal of encryption is to prevent government agencies and others from monitoring internet traffic at the 
macro level, but it also forces the way website operators and marketers must manage their sites. For 
example, as HTTPS encryption becomes more widespread, site operators must realize that consumers 
may view unencrypted websites as being unsafe or not secure, with a site’s traffic, revenue and the 
company’s overall brand all negatively impacted. 

In addition, with search activity now increasingly encrypted, the major search engines may begin 
boosting search result rankings for sites 100% encrypted and lowering rankings for non-compliant 
sites. Obviously, if your site is not 100% encrypted, then lower ranked search results will negatively 
impact your site traffic, brand awareness and revenue. 

Converting a website to HTTPS is an all-or-nothing proposition 
Making your website HTTPS encrypted is an ‘all or nothing proposition,’ and the encrypting of the 
site cannot happen in a vacuum. Even if you encrypt every page, the overall site will still not likely be 
100% secure. Why? Because the third parties used to run content and analytics probably lack encryp-
tion, enabling non-secure calls to proliferate across your site.  

If your website serves third-party advertising and content, it’s even more difficult to ensure secure 
call compliance, because you don’t have direct control over what the third-party is serving on 
browser execution. 

Advertising rotation and dynamic/programmatic ad-serving create an especially challenging environ-
ment for ensuring HTTPS compliance. Pre-scan certifications are only as good as the last moment 
the ad code was scanned so to ensure ongoing compliance you must continuously scan all ads and 
third-party content. 

Continuous inspections ensure your site is always encrypted
To ensure your website and any third-party code used is always secure, you must continually monitor 
and manage which entities are allowed on the site. Weekly or even daily inspections won’t cut it. 
HTTPS inspections must be continuous; otherwise, you’re wasting time, money and effort. 

Given the volume and the short shelf life of ads and content, trying to manually inspect and manage 
them is impossible. At best, you will achieve episodic instances of compliance, but you will never 
be able to guarantee the site is always 100% encrypted. Automating the continuous inspection of 
all third-party ads, content and code is the only way you can ensure every URL and every piece of 
third-party code used to render that site is 100% HTTPS compliant.  

Media ScannerTM for Encryption Compliance



How Media ScannerTM enforces and maintains HTTPS compliance
By continuously scanning all third-party content and code, including cookies, accessing your site, Media 
Scanner for Encryption Compliance completely automates the process of enforcing and maintaining 
HTTPS compliance. The solution continuously examines and analyzes all third parties used to serve 
your site, ensuring each entity and every call is 100% encrypted. 

Websites: To initiate the Media Scanner service, simply enter your website domain into the solution’s 
user interface. Next, enter your https rule as well as the desired scan frequency and then click update. 
With this information, Media Scanner can begin monitoring your website on a continuous, 24/7 basis. 

Upon detection of an unsecure call domain, Media Scanner instantly sends you an alert, which includes 
details on the URL and its pathway, which will detail all the companies involved in serving this unsecure call. 

Display and Video Advertising: To integrate with Media Scanner, you enter your advertising serve 
code into the solution. Next, define and enter your https rule, along with your desired scan frequency. 
Once this information is entered, Media Scanner will begin to monitor all display and video advertising 
executions on your website directly. When the solution detects an unsecure call, Media Scanner will 
immediately alert you and provide details on the offending tag, creative and vendor serving the ad. 
The solution also provides automated removal via API or email alerts, which enable you to pause the 
offending creative and/or tags manually and then notify your advertising partners.  

Third-Party Content and Native Advertising: To start, enter your third-party serve code via Media 
Scanner’s user interface or via API for direct scanning or for set up website scanning. Either method 
provides you with the details on the offending domain, company and third-party content serving the 
non-secure calls. Media Scanner let you utilize API or in-system reporting to automate the immediate 
notification of third-party partners about their encryption violations.

Customized reporting and alerts 
Whether detecting for malware, HTTPS, data leakage or site performance issues, the Media Scanner 
provides you and your team with robust alert and reporting engines, which enable instant, real-time 
alerting and notification as well as reports detailing site activity generated daily, weekly or any 
client-defined frequency and distribution. The solution is also able to export issues directly to your 
upstream partners, which speeds the resolution of the issue quickly and efficiently.

The Media Trust
The Media Trust works with the world’s largest, most-heavily trafficked digital properties to provide 
real-time security, first-party data protection and privacy, performance management and quality 
assurance solutions that help protect, monetize and optimize the user experience across desktop, 
smartphone, tablet and gaming devices. 

As the global leader in monitoring the online and mobile ecosystems, The Media Trust leverages a 
physical presence in 65 countries and 500 cities around the globe to continuously scan websites, ad 
tags and mobile apps and alert on anomalies affecting websites and visitors alike. More than 500 
publishers, ad networks, exchanges, agencies and corporates—including 40 of comScore's AdFocus 
Top 50 websites—rely on The Media Trust to protect their website, their employee Internet use, their 
revenue and, most importantly, their brand.
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